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Abstract

There are some peculiar phenomena in non-commutative丘eld theories. One is

the planer limit that nonplaner diagrams arlSlng from non-commutativity of space-

time disappear in the maximal non-commmutativity･ We send the parameter ♂ which

presents the non-commutativity to ∞･ The other is the UV/IR mixing that ultra-

violet divergences in the commutative case change into infrared divergences due to

non-commutative parameter β･ Then, we study whether nonplaner diagrams disap-

pear, when wefiⅩ 0 and take the external momentum pぅ∞ limit instead. We

perform explicit two loop calculation to confirm the above limit by uslng Perturbation

theory･ And)we calculate the effective action of non-Commutative gauge theories to see

infrared singular terms due to UV/IR mixing. We discuss the meaning of the terms

from the point of view of instability in the system･
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§1. Introduction

Non-commutative geometryl) has been studied for quite a long time as a simple mod-

ification of our notion of space-time at small distances possibly due to effects of quantum

gravity･2) Ref･ 1) gave us an example of a Lorentz invariant discrete space-time or quan-

tized space-time･ And Ref･ 2) proposed uncertainty relations for the different coordinates

of space-time events, motivated by Heisenberg's principle and Einstein's theory of classical

gravity･ Non-Commutative geometry has recently attracted much attention, since Yang-Mills

theories on a non-Commutative geometry have been shown to appear as a low energy limit of

string theories with some background tensor鮎ld on D-brane･3) when we think the quantum

gravity, it is possible to treat more general geometry than usual Riemannian geometry･ Since

the non-Commutative geometry actually is led from the superstring theory which describes

the quantum gravity, it is important to study the丘eld theories on the non-commutative ge-

ometry･ At the classical level, introduclng nOn-COmmutativity to the space-time coordinates

modifies the ultraviolet dynamics offield theories, but not the infrared properties･ This is

not the case at the quantum level, however, due to the soICalled UV/IR mixing effect.4)

This effect causes various peculiar long-distance phenomena such as spontaneous breaking

of translational invariance･ In the scalar丘eld theory, this phenomenon has been predicted

in Ref･ 5) and confirmed by Monte Carlo simulations in Refs. 6)-8). An analogous phe-

nomenon is also predicted in gauge theories･9) The relation between the ♂ 1 ∞ limit of

noncommutative丘eld theories and the large Ⅳ丘eld theories are reconsidered in Ref. 10).

In this paper,first we focus rather on ultraviolet properties of non-commutativefield

theories･ In perturbative expansion of丘eld theories on a non-commutative geometry, pla一

mar diagrams dominate when the non-commutativity parameter ♂ goes to in丘nity･4) This

may be regarded as a manifestation of the nonperturbative relation between the Oぅ∞

limit of non-commutative丘eld theories and the large 〟 matrix丘eld theories,10) which is

based on the lattice formulation of non-commutativefield theoriesll) and the Eguchi-Kawai

equivalence.12),13) (Note, however, that this relation does not hold when the translational

invariance is spontaneously broken･) We discuss whether the "planar dominance" occurs

also in the case where 0 is finite, but the external momentum goes to infinity instead･ While

this holds trivially at the one-loop level,4) it is not obvious at the two-loop level in partic-

ular in the presence of UV divergences･ We perform explicit twolloop calculations in the

six-dimensional ¢3 theory, and con丘rm that nonplanar diagrams after renormalization do

vanish in the above limit･ We will consider the massive case speci丘cally since in the mass-

less case the equlValence of the infinite momentum limit and the 0 i cxj limit follows from

dimensional arguments.
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Some comments on related works are in order. In Ref. 14) correlation functions of Wil-

son loops in non-Commutative gauge theories were studied, and it was stated that planar

diagrams dominate when the external momenta become large･ However, this statement was

based on a regularized theory, and the issue of removlng the regularization has not been

discussed･ In Ref･ 15) Monte Carlo simulation of 2d non-Commutative gauge theory was

performed and the existence of a sensible continuum limit was confirmed･ nonperturbative

renormalizability There the expectation value of the Wilson loop agrees with the result of

large 〟 gauge theory at small area, which implies the planar dominance in the ultraviolet

reglme･ The aim of the present work is to con丘rm such a statement by explicit diagrammatic

calculations in a simple model taking account of possible subtleties that arise at the two-loop

level･ due to planar subdiagrams in nonplanar diagrams･ Two-loop calculations in scalar

field theories have been performed also in Refs･ 16) and Refs. 17) in the case of ¢4 and ¢3

interactions, respectively, from different motivations･ The issue of renormalizability to all

orders in perturbation theory has been discussed in Ref. 18).

Secondly we focus on infrared properties of non-commutative field theories. There are

infrared singularities due to UV/IR mixing in non-commutativefield theories. We adopt

U(1) non-Commutative gauge theory as the model in which we study the effect of infrared

singularities･ Because the infrared singularities of U(1) non-commutative gauge theory cause

instability of the theory･ We calculate the effective action of non-commutative U(1) gauge

theory and derive infrared singularities from nonplaner diagrams･ We find that the nonplaner

effective potential is negative, suggesting tachyonic behavior for the low momentum modes

of the gauge丘eld･ Then, we discuss a critical point of the phase transition which occurs due

to instability of the theory･ Regarding the instability of U(n) noncommutative gauge theory,

the infrared singularities are calculated in Ref. 9)

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2.1 we show how to rewrite

the non-commutativity in non-commutative space-time for commutative space-time･ We

derive star-product from the commutator of the non-commutativity･ In section 2･2, uslng

the way of section 2･1, we derive ¢n non-commutativefield theory. In section 2.3 We study

non-Commutative perturbative dynamics in ¢4 non-commutative丘eld theory. We五md two

peculiar phenomena in non-commutative丘eld theory･ One is the planer dominance in maxi一

mal non-commutativity･ The other is UV/IR mixing. In section 3.1 We set up some notations

necessary for the perturbative expansion in non-commutative 4･3 theory. In sections 3.2 and

3･3 we investigate nonplanar two-loop diagrams of different types separately and show that

the diagrams vanish in the p2 → ∞ limit･ In section 3･4 We discuss the result of diagrammatic

calculations･ In section 4･l we calculate the effective action to find infrared singularities in

non-commuatative U(1) gauge theory･ In section 4.2 we find the critical point where the
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instability occurs in the theory･ Section 5 is devoted to a summary and discussions.

§2･ Non-Commutative perturbation theory

2･1･ Non-commutativity and *-product

We discuss the non-commutative field theory by rewriting the events of non-Commutative

space for commutative space. The nature of non-commutative space is

l盆P,iu] - iOP〝,　　　　　　　　　　　(2･1)

where盆P is a non-Commutative space coordinate and OPぴ is an antisymmetric tensor, which

characterizes the non-commutativity of the space. Then the function of non-commutative

space is de丘ned by

･(i) ≡ /蒜6(k)eik･盆,　　　(2･2)

where 6(k) is the function which is obtained by fourier-transforming ¢(I) in commutative

space as follows.

6(k) - /ddx拒)eJk･x

We want to resolve (2･2) in terms of ¢(I) of commutative space. Multiplying the both hand

of (2･2) by e-il'a and taking trace, we can obtain as follows.

tr lQ(iVil･a] -/慕"～k) e%kxltr lei'k-i,･i]

-/蒜"～k)e喜kxl (2打)%6'd'(k - i)

1

(2汀)普

6(i),

where we used (2･1) for eik'盆･e-il'i - e昔kxl･ei(k~l)'金and k x i ≡ kpOpvlu. Then we can obtain

¢(x) as follows.

Hx) -義/ddleil.xtr l¢(Evil.a]　　(2･3)

Next, we want to rewrite the product ¢1(盆)¢2(盆) of functions on non-commutaive space

for an algebra of the functions ¢1(I) and ¢2(I) on commutative space. We take the same

procedure in which we derived ¢(X) from ¢(X). First,

@1 (金)¢2(盆) 6"k) eik･i /蒜62(I) eil･a

ddk ddt 61(k)62(I) e一昔kxl ei(k'l)･盆
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Secondly,

(27r)2d

/ ddp eip･x tr師)@2(i)e-ip･i]

/
ddk ddl 61(k)62(l) e~喜kxl ei(k+l)･X

-bl(I)exp(芸転記)62(I)

Here we can define a followlng * -Product which presents the non-Commutativity of the

product of functions in commutative space.

bl(I) ･42(I) ≡ Ql(I)exp(芸転記)62(I)

There is a followlng useful nature in the *-product.

/d軸) ★頼) -/ddx/蒜蒜6"k)62(i,eik･X･eil･X

-/蒜蒜e一書kxl 6"k)62(l) (2q)d6(a,(k ･ i)

-/蒜6"k)62(-k)

-ノ' dd函1(I) ¢2(I)

Using this nature , We can obtain a following equation immediately･

/ddxbl★¢2★¢3 - /ddxb2･¢3★¢1･

(2･4)

(2･5)

(2･6)

2･2･ Non-commutative ¢n theory

In non-commutative space, ¢n theory isgiven by a following action.

slQ'-trl;去((0-1,p"liu,@(i,,)2+争(i,2･孟@(i,n]･ (2･7)

Using the function ¢(X) in commutative space ,we can rewrite this action for the commutative

space as follows･ We substitute the ¢(盆) of (2･2) for the above action Sl4i]. Since

l盆〝,@(i)]-/蒜6(k)[金U,eik･牛/蒜6(k)kαOaueik･盆, (2･8)

the first term in (2･7) is as follows.

tr ∑喜op-ul liu,@(i) ] Op-pl lip,@(i)]

〝



(27r)a/2

1

(27T)a/2

蒜写去6p"pP kalβ e-%kxltr [ei'k･l'･盆]

/蒜去6(-k)k26(k)

/ ddx ;(apb)2･

Similarly, the second term in (2･7 ) is

tr誓@(i)2

m2　1

2 (27T)a/2

The third term in (2･7) is

tr嘉¢(i)n

-冒 ddkl

(27T)a

1

(27T)a/2

6(-k) 6(k)

蒜6(kl) ･ ･ ･ 6(kn) e弓∑i<j(kiXkj,tr lei(klHkn,･盆]

/ddx孟(出)･

(2･9)

(2･10)

(2･11)

From (2･9), (2･10) and (2･11), We can obtain a following action in the commutative space for

which the action (2･7) in the non-commutative space is rewritten.

slb･ - /ddxli(鋤)2･誓+芸西･  (2･12)

2･3･ Non-Commutative perturbation theory

We explain the non-Commutative perturbation theory by using non-commutative ¢4 the-

ory in d-dimentional Euclidian space-time･ We start from a following action･

S-/ddxl;(鋤)2.争2+去¢･Q･¢★¢]

The Feynman-rules are

k

(2･13)



･× -A,

ト
- eikxp

The diagrams for calculating the two point function up to the one loop level are shown as

follows (See Fig.1). We notice that there are two type; of the diagrams. One is called "planer

diagramH which is the same diagram as commutative one･ The other is called Hnonpalaner

diagram" which has some phase factors.

. -n十一0-
( planer )

( nonplaner )

Fig･ 1･ The diagrams for calculating the two point function up to the one loop level in noncom-

mutative ¢4 theory

First, we calculate a following Planer diagram･

≡-辛

ddk 1

(27T)dk2 +m2'

where the factor 1/3 is a symmetric factor of this diagram,

^　1

3 (4可d/2

Taking the limit d i 4, we can obtain as follows.

L∞da去e-α-2

;a,(1 -d/2)I
F(トd/2) of the right in this equation shows UV-divergence.

Next, we calculate a followlng nOnPlaner diagram･

二; -辛
ddk 1

(27T)dk2 + m2

8

eikxq)

(2･14)



where the factor 1/6 is a symmetric factor of this diagram,

言毒L∞daexp[-α-2 -慧･

Taking the limit d i 4, we can obtain as follows.

言右-2L∞dt;expl-t一急,
A 1

古画m2 ･竺Kl(I),Z
(2･15)

where z2 - m2(op)2 and Kl(I) is a modified Bessel function. And the right in this equation

is UVfinitedueto 0 ≠ 0･ In (2･15), whenwetakethelimit 0 → ∞ (i･e･ Zう∞), (2･15)

vanishes･ Because the asymptotic behaviour of Kl(I) is as follows.

Kl(I) Ft;

Therefore) ln the maximal non-commutativity 0 J　∞ , nonplaner diagrams vanish and

planer diagrams dominate･ This phenomenon occurs in not only one loop level, but also all

orders･4) The phenomenon is discussed in section 3 by taking high-momentum limit pう∞

instead.

We are also interested in the behaviour of (2･15) around I Ft3 0(i･e･ 0符O or p記0).

Using a nature of Kl(I) (See Appendix A), we can obtain as folows.

(2･15) -言蒜[芸+

入　1

6 (47T)2 二,這;I

21ni･

+m21m

a(1)],

m2 (op)2
･ a(1)]･　(2･16)

From (2･16), we can see that the UV-divergence by taking the limit 0 i 0 and IR-divergence

by taking p i 0 are mixing･ This phenomenan is called UV/IR mixing. And the nontrivial

mixture between UV and IR phenomena is the most surprlSlng result in the non-commutative

丘dd theories･ These in丘･ared singularities are discussed in non-Commuative gauge theories

in section4

§3. Ultraviolet behavior in non-commutative丘eld theories

3･1･ Perturbative expansion in non-commutative ¢3 theory

We adopt non-commutative ¢3 theory as the model that we study the ultraviolet behavior

in non-commutativefield theories･ The Lagrangian density for the non-commutative ¢3
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theory in d-dimensional Euclidean space-time can be written as

L- ;(apb)2･争2+讐¢★¢★¢ ･　　(3･1)

The parameters mo and伽are the bare mass and the bare coupling constant, respectively.

As in the standard perturbation theory) We decompose the bare Lagranglan density into the

renormalized Lagrangian density i:r and the counter-terms i:C.t. as i: - i:r + i:C.t., where

Lr -去(apbJ2･誓願書恒6,頼,　　(3･2)

Lc･t･ -去6Z伽)2 +告6,2 ･吾Qr･br･¢, ･　　(3･3)

Here we have introduced the followlng notations.

¢-Z喜¢,,　Z-1+6Z,　6m-m岩Z-m2,　69-g.Z書一g. (3･4)

The Feynman rules are

●

. A----

● - eikxp)

･二-6g,

･一一一⊥一名ト一一一一-6zp2 + 6m.

The diagrams that need to be evaluated in the two-loop calculation of the two-point

function are listed in Fig･ 2･ For diagrams (e),(h),(j),(k),(I),(m),(n),(o),(p) and (q), we need

to put a factor of 2 to take into account of the same contributions from analogous diagrams･
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千 ℃).〇一

･u･てD- I ℃)I :g'0-

･'m-I:払-･eモー

:efヲ十{)モー

･C･｡一･二-

Fig･ 2･ The list of diagrams for calculating the twoIPOint function up to the two-loop level･

We will focus on two types ofnonplanar diagrams; i･e･, the diagrams (e) and (f) in Fig. 2.

The type 1 diagram is a diagram in which an external line crosses with an internal line. This

type includes the ultraviolet divergence comlng from the planar one-loop subdiagram･ We

investigate whether this diagram vanishes at in丘nite external momentum after appropriate

renormalization･ The type 2 diagram, on the other hand, is a diagram in which internal

lines cross･ Since the non-Commutativity parameter Opu does not couple directly to the

external momentum in this case, it is not obvious whether the effect of sending the external

momentum to in丘nity is the same as that of sending β〝〝 to in丘nity･ We will comment on

the remalnlng nOn-planar diagrams in section 3.4.

Throughout this paper we consider the massive case speci丘cally･ On the technical side,

this condition simpli丘es the evaluation of the upper bound on the nonplanar diagrams･ On

the theoretical side) this is the more nontrivial case since in the massless case, the equlValence

of the infinite momentum limit and the Oぅ∞ limit follows from dimensional arguments･

3.2. Type 1 diagram

Since the type 1 nonplanar diagram includes an ultraviolet divergence, we have to renor一

malize it by adding a contribution from a diagram involving the onelloop counter-term for

the three-point function (the diagram (o) in Fig･ 2)･ After this procedure, We may study

ll



the behavior at in丘nite external momentum･ We adopt the dimensional regularization and

take the space-time dimensionality to be d - 6 I E･ Since the coupling constant g has the

(6 I d)/2 power of the mass dimension, we set g - FLED,, where p is the renormalization

point, and g, is the dimensionless coupling constant･ The ultraviolet divergence will appear

as a 1/E pole in the dぅ6 limit.

-<･-A ･一瑠

･凋･瑞.
Fig･ 3･ The list of diagrams for calculating the three-point function up to the one-loop level･

Fig･ 4･ The planar one-loop diagram for calculating Il(p, q).

The one-loop counter-term for the three-Point function can be determined in such a way

that the three-point function becomes finite at the onelloop level･ The relevant diagrams

are listed in Fig･ 3･ Since the nonplanar diagrams are丘nite due to the insertion of the

momentum dependent phase factor, We only need to calculate the planar diagram depicted

in Fig. 4, which can be evaluated as

Il(p,q) -汁
93

(47T) i

where A is de丘ned by

△=

ddk 1 1 1

(27T)dk2+m2 (k-q)2+m2 (k-p)2+m2

･Lldαα喜一3(1-α)普-2LldβL∞症exp(-tA', '3･5)

m2

α(1-α)
･q212Pp･q･S(1-(1-α)β)p2

12

(3･6)



(The derivation of (3･5) is shown by Appendix B.) The divergent part can be extracted as

F(p,q) -&!･0(EO) ,
from which we determine the one-loop counter-term as

69-

e

gr3　p亨

(47T)3　E

Fig･ 5･ The type 1 nonplanar diagram for calculating lZNPl(p2).

Using eq･ (3･5) We evaluate the type 1 nonplanar diagram in Fig. 5 as

1ZNPl(p2) - T(p, q)
ddq [′ ､ 1　　　1

(27T)dー＼r71′ q2+m2 (q-p)2+m2

(47T)a

eiq･Op

[蒜]d-5Jldaα%-3(1 - α,i-2LldβLld"21書(1 - ()

･LldりL∞dttd-6exp(-t一芸p2(op)2) ,

(3･7)

(3･8)

(3･9)

where (Op)2 ≡ -ppop〝ouppp ≧ o since.OP〝 is an antisymmetric tensor. The zi is defined as

i-fII
α(1-α)

･1-<]･三lEp(1瑚+α(I-<)("β-q)2･"1-7))] ･ (3･10)

Extracting the divergent part from (3･9) and taking the d i 6 limit for the finite part (See

Appendix C), we obtain

HNPl(p2,-碁[蒜(i･(ln(qp2(op,2)+1)A- β-C)･p2D] , (3･11)

where we have introduced

A- LldりL∞di expl-i-

･ - LldりL∞d"lnt)expl-i

4t
p2(op)2] ,　(3･12)

穿+n(11り)

4t
p2(op)2] ,　(3･13)

C-LldaLldβLldCLldqL∞d"1-α)exp[-i-_gp2(op,2] , (3･14)

D-LldaLldβLldCLldnL∞d菅expl-t一芸p2(op,2] , (3･15)
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which are functions of穿and p2(op)2･ The coenicient F in eq･ (3･15) is defined by

F-i(1-α(1-α))･(1-α)[β(1-β)･α((1-2()(β-7,2一項-7))] ･ (3･16)

We are going to demonstrate that the functions A, β, C and D vanish in the p2 → ∞

limit･ For that purpose, we丘rst con丘rm the convergence of all the integrals･ Then it will

be sufBce to show that the integrands vanish in the p2ぅ∞ limit･ The convergence of

the integrals in A,β and C is evident. As for the function D, the α- and i-integrals would

have slngularities at the lower ends of the integration domain if Op〝 were zero, but they are

regularized by the term proportional to 1/(αt) in the exponent, which appear for nonzero

Opu･ Actually we can put an upper bound on the absolute values of these functions by

integrating elementary functions, which are larger than the corresponding integrand･ We

may obtain upper bounds on lAl, lBl and lCl as

刷<1, lβl<2, lCl<1,　　　　　　　　(3･17)

by omitting the term proportional to p2(op)2 in the exponent･ Putting an upper bound on IDl

is more involved due to the "noncommutative" regularization of the slngularities mentioned

above, but the calculation in Appendix D yields

IDl<
32

4

E■ 1Ⅳi　　-

(3･18)

where we assumed m2/p2 ≪ 1 since we are ultimately interested in the p2 → ∞ limit. This

confirms the convergence. Since the integrands of the functions A, B, C and D decrease

exponentially at large p2, we conclude that all the functions vanish in the p2ぅ∞ limit･

-二二
Fig･ 6･ The nonplanar onelloop diagram for calculating ltNPl,C.t.(p2)･

Next we evaluate the diagram in Fig･ 6 involving the counter-term (3･8) as

HNPl,C.t. (p2)

69g/ ddk 1 1
(27T)dk2+m2 (k-p)2+m2
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- 693[&]%~2Lldα L∞d証3 expト 穿+α(1-α)

4t

碁志[芋(一言In(qp2(op)2)山河] (3･19)

The first term cancels the 1/E pole in (3･11), and we have taken the dぅ6 limit for the

remainlng terms.

Adding (3･11) and (3･19), we obtain a丘nite result

HNPlr(p2,-碁[孟〈(ln(qp2(op,2)･2)A-β-2C)･p2D] ･ (3･20)

Since the functions A, β, C and D vanish in the p2 → ∞ limit as we have already shown, the

type 1 nonplanar diagram after renormalizing the divergence from the planar subdiagram,

vanishes in the same limit･ In fact, using (3･17) and (3･18), we obtain an upper bound on

lHNPlr(p2) l as

LHNPlr(p2)I <各面
1

li
･去ln(叩2(op)2) + nl+史がn=　リ+4

iZrtl.ト川u

F肌u互がnl+
日日

Jrt■Ll■U

4

2
ーnH一mr

dU
I"Hrl■川U

2
mr

4

■■■■■■■■■■■■■

円■ 1■.l■mHu

where the right-hand side does vanish in the p2 → ∞ limit, thus confirmlng the above

conclusion more explicitly.

3･3. Type 2 diagram

ln this section we consider the type 2 nonplanar diagram in which internal lines cross,

and study its behavior in the p2ぅ∞ limit･ Let us first evaluate the one-loop subdiagram

inFig.7as

FNP(p,q) -汁
93

(47T) i

ddk 1 1 1

(27T)dk2+m2 (k-q)2+m2 (k-p)2+m2

･Lldaα巧1 -α)i-2LldβL∞症

･exp卜△ α(1-α)

4t
(oq)2+iβ(1-α)pO･q

碁Ll da (1 - α) Ll dPeiP(i-α,pO･qKo (

eik･Oq

α(1 - α)A(Oq)

where Ko(I) is the modified Bessel function, and the A in (3･21) is defined by

△=
m2

α(1-α)
･q2-2Pp･q･S(1-(1-α)β)p2
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), (3･22)

(3･23)



When we proceed from (3･21) to (3･22), we have taken the d i 6 limit. This diagram is

丘nite since the logarithmic ultraviolet divergence, which would arise in the commutative

case) lS regularized by the non-commutative phase factor･ We may appreciate this fact by

considering the asymptotic behavior of (3･22)

FNP(p, q) - -益lnp2(oq)2　　　(3･24)

for (Oq)2宍川at nonzero p2. The logarithmic behavior reflects the ultraviolet divergence in

the commutative case･ This may be regarded as a result of the UV/IR mixing.

十~ー1 -I-- ｡-Tl_

Fig･ 7･ The nonplanar one-loop diagram for calculating FNP(p, q).

In what follows we assume for simplicity that all the elgenValues of the symmetric matrix

(02)pp - op〝o叩are equal and denote it as l02 (< o). The general case will be discussed

later･ In fact when some of the elgenValues are zero, there are certain differences in the

behavior at large p2, but ourfinal conclusion concernlng the p2ぅ∞ limit is the same･

Fig･ 8･ The type 2 nonplanar diagram for calculating HNP2(p2).

Using (3･21), we evaluate the diagram in Fig. 8 as

HNP2(p2) - g/ FNP(p, q)
ddq ∩ ′ ､ 1

(27T)a-⊥ll＼r71′q2+m2 (q-p)2十m2

A(p2)a-5Lldaα喜一3(1 - α)喜一2LldβLld"2(I -I()Lldq

･L∞dtt4

li26.望望

d12

]

2
Eu

2
p.(

2
β

.ナレ

～△
⊥丁レ

L
pXe

△NP

α(1-α)

], (3･25)



where we have de丘ned

(β(1 -β)

α
･(1-()(((β-～)2+n(1-7)) , (3･26)

dNP - !デlEp2(1 - α) +a((β･ (1 - ()q)2]02(p2)2 ･　　　(3･27)

The (- and i-integrals would have singularities at the lower ends of the integration domain

if β2 were zero, but they are regularized by the term proportional to β2 in the denominator･

This appearance of the β2 term is peculiar to nonplanar diagrams in which the internal lines

cross.4) By omitting the t2( term in the denominator and omitting the terms other than the

ones proportional to m2 in the exponent, we put an upper bound on L17NP2(p2)l as 1

IIINP2(p2)l <
94　　4i

(47T)a (02)i(m2)5 '
(3･28)

which con丘rms the convergence of the multiple integral in (3･25) in the dぅ6 limit. Given

this, the fact that the integrand in eq. (3･25) decreases as 1/(p2)5 at large p2 implies that

the type 2 nonplanar diagram vanishes in the p2ぅ∞ limit･ As we have done in the case

of type 1 diagram, we can actually put a more stringent upper bound on lHNP2(p2)l, which

vanishes in the p2ぅ∞ limit･ This confirms our statement more explicitly･ See Appendix

E for the details.

Let us comment on the case in which the number of non-Commutative directions is less

than the space-time dimensionality d. In this case the upper bound on tlINP2(p2)I can be

evaluated as

･HNP2(p2)I <品(p2)a-5fldαα喜一3(1 - α)書12LldPLld"2(1 - ()Lldn

･L∞dtt4自

li26 +望碧0,,(p2)2]喜

exp卜tzi] , (3･29)

where (一柳is the i-th eigenvalue of (02)p〝 and d is the same as the one defined in (3･26)･

If the non-Commutativity is introduced only in k directions (2 ≦ k ≦ 6), we obtain an upper

bound from (3･29) generalizing (3･28) as

[1INP2(p2)I <
94　　ak･4;

(4打)a n,F=1(0,?)i(m2)k-1 '
(3･30)

where ak is a k-dependent constant which is irrelevant to the issue we are discusslng. In the

p2 → ∞ limit the integrand on the right-hand side of (3･29) decreases as (1/p2)k-1. Thus we

conclude that the type 2 nonplanar diagram vanishes in the p2 → ∞ limit for general Opu･

1 since the upper bound (3･28) is independent ofp2, we find that lHNP2(p2)I is finite even in the p2ぅo

limit. This is in contrast to the type 1 diagram (after renormalization), which actually diverges in the p2 i 0

limit due to the UV/IR mixing･
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3A. Discussions with respect to planer limit and infrared divergence

ln this section we have discussed the vanishing of nonplanar diagrams in the p2 → ∞

limit in 6d non-commutative ¢3 theory at the two-loop level. We have discussed two types

of nonplanar diagrams separately. In the type 1 nonplanar diagram we have con丘rmed

the statement after renormalizing the ultraviolet divergence comlng from the planar sub-

diagram. In the type 2 nonplanar diagram the statement holds despite the fact that the

non-Commutative phase factor does not depend on the external momentum.

Based on the behaviors observed for these two types of diagrams, We can argue that the

other types of nonplanar diagrams in Fig･ 2 also vanish in the p2ぅ∞ limit･ The situation

concerning the diagrams (k) and (1) is analogous to the type 1 and the type 2 diagrams,

respectively･ The diagram (k) has a planar subdiagram, which causes a UV divergence.

This divergence can be cancelled by adding the contribution丘･om the diagram (q), and the

resulting丘nite quantity should vanish due to the crosslng Of an external line and an internal

line･ The diagram (1) is五mite by itself, and it should vanish in a manner similar to the

type 2 diagram due to the crossing of internal lines･ The diagrams (g),(h) and (i) have

more crosslngS Of momentum lines than the type 1 diagram. Therefore one gets extra non-

commutative phase factors, which make the diagrams finite by themselves. The vanishing of

these diagrams then follows as in the type 1 diagram. An analogous argument applies to the

diagram (m), which has more crossings of momentutTi lines than the diagram (k). Although

We have studied a particular model for concreteness, We consider that the statement holds

in general models.

we should mention that the renormalization procedure18) in non-commutative scalar

field theories encounters an obstacle due to severe infrared divergence at higher loop.4) This

problem may be overcome by resumming a class of diagrams with infrared divergence in ¢4

theory･4) Indeed Monte Carlo simulations show that one can obtain a sensible continuum

limit,8) which suggests the appearance of a dynamical infrared cutoff due to nonperturbative

effects･ Introduclng an infrared cutoff With such a dynamical orlgln in perturbation theory,

We consider that the statement we have discussed up to two-loop can be generalized to all

orders.

§4. Infrared behavior in non-commutative field theories

4･1･ Infrared singularities in non-commutative U(1) gauge theory

We adopt U(1) non-commutative gauge theory as the model that we study the infrared

behavior with respect to non-commutative field theories. We calculate the effective action

of non-commutative U(1) gauge theory in d-dimentional Minkowski space-time to discuss

18
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the meaning of infrared singularities･ (Of course, we will take the limit d i 4.) We use

background field perturbation theory for this aim･ We rescale the gauge field Ap →吉A〝,

because the gauge coupling constant e is moved to the coenicient of the gauge field kinetic

energy term. We thus start from the action as follows.

S - -志/ddxFp2-　　　　　(4･1)

where

Fpu - apAu -auAp - ilAp★Av - Au★Ap]･

Hereafter, we abbreviate [A★β一月★A] to [4月]･ The action is invariant under a non-

Commutative gauge transformation

6Ap - apA+ilAp,^]･　　　　　　　　　　(4･2)

Next we split the gauge丘eld into a classical background鮎ld A〝 and a且uctuating

quantum field all aS follows･

A〝-A〝+α〃

The field strength decomposes as follows.

Fpu -軍p〝 +Bpau一瓦ap - ilap,au],

where

軍pv - ap九一∂U耳p - i[iFL,瓦],

万pau - apau - il耳p,au]･

Thus, We can write the action that is gauge-fixed(Feynman-'t Hooft gauge) and includes

Faddeev-Popovghost as follows.19)

S -/ddxl一志(戸pu +Bpau一瓦ap - ilapau])2

一志(和)(Bua牛Ue･ (ape- il孔.ap,C])]  (4･3)

To calculate the effective action to one-loop order, we drop terms linear in the fluctuating

鮎ld α〃 and then integrate over the terms quadratic in α〃 and ghost丘elds･ The terms

quadratic in α〃 and ghost丘elds are

S, -/ddxl一志(Bpau -Rap)Fa〝 ･ gPpu･ap･av

一志凧㌦)(Bua"飢★Bpc] ･

19
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After integrating by parts , we can rewrite this as

s,-/ddxl一志ap･(-#gpu･2Ppq(JPq)PU)･au一戸★#C], (4･5)

where

(JPq)PU - i(gPPgq〝 - go'PgPU).

This detailed calculation is shown by Appendix F.

Thus, We can obtain a path integral from the Faddeev-Popov lagranglan i:F.P. and a

counterterm i:C.i. as follows.

eiT'i) - / DaDcexp [/ ddx(LF･P･ ･ Lc･t･)]

-expト志乾. £C･t･] ･ (det△G,1).1喜(det△G,0).'1,

△G,1 - -万2 + 2万pq(JPq),

△G,｡ニー3.

where

(4･6)

Solving this equation for Il(A), we obtain as follows･

F(i)-/ddxl一志乾+可+喜ln(det△G,1)-iln(det△G,0)･ (4･9)

Now, we have to calculate ln(det△G,1) and ln(det△G,0). we must first calculate一万2 in

(4･7) and (4･8).

一万2 --万〝Bp -一計(ap-iliF" ])

- [∂p(ap-ilip, ])-i[ガ,ap-ili- ]]]

ニー∂2+A(1)+A(2),

where

△(1) -i(∂Pl孔, 】+【ガ,ap]),

△(2)-[ガ,[孔, ]]･

Thus we can rewrite (4･7) and (4･8) as

△G,1 --∂2+A(1) +A(2) +A(J),

△G,0 --∂2+A(1) +A(2),
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where

△(J) - 2FpqJPq･

Now,we can calculate ln(det △G,1) or ln(det △G,0) as

ln(det△G,1) -ln(det(-∂2 + A(1) + A(2) + A(J))

-lndet(-∂2) +lndet[1 + (-∂2)ll(A(1) + A(2) + A(J))]

-lndet(-∂2) +Tr lnl1 + (-∂2)~1(A(1) + A(2) + A(J))]

-lndet(-∂2).Tr l(-∂2)-1(A(1) + A(2) + A(J')

- ;(-∂2)-1(A(1'+ A(2'. A(J')ト∂2)ll(A(1'+ A(2). A(J))

･-]･

The first term of the right in this equation is irrelevant constant. We pick up the terms

quadratic in the classical backgroundfield AIL from the second term･ We thus obtain three

terms as follows.

Tr (-∂2)-1△(2)一三Tr (-∂2)-1△(1)(-∂2)-1△(1)

2

一言Tr (-∂2)-1△(J'(-∂2)-1△(J'
(4･12)

These calculations in terms of trace correspond to the五mal step we must calculate to

obtain the effective action. The detailed calculation is shown by Appendix G. We have to

note that the trace includes a trace over spln indices. Thus there is a difference in terms

of the trace between the case of the gaugefield △G,1 and the case ofghostfield △G,0･ The

calculation of the丘rst term of the (4･12) in the case of gauge丘eld is

Tr (-∂2)-1△(2)

-d/ 3才(k,ip(-k) /蒜pi(2 - e-ipxk - e-ikxp)

-4/芸才(k)ip(-k)･0･F(2一芸) ･･-

･諾/芸才〝(k)ip(-k)読+-･ (4･13)

The丘rst row of the right hand in the last line of (4･13) corresponds to planer part and the

second row corresponds to nonplaner part. When we expand the second line into the third

line in (4･13), we take the limit d i 4, and pick up the ultraviolet singularities from the

planer part and the infrared singularities around k FY 0 from the nonplaner part. Similarly,the
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second term of (4･12) is

一言Trト∂2)-1△(1'(-∂2)-1△(1)

窒/蒜オP(k)礼(-k) /

お芸/
+

d4k

(27T)4

-32i r d4k

ddp (2p+k)P(2p+k)u

(27T)a p2(p+k)2
(2 - e-ipxk - e-ikxp)

ip(k)礼(-k)(gP〝k2 - kPky),(2一言). -

/蒜ip(k)礼(-k) [2(47T)2 J (27T)4

(kO)P(kO)U

((kO)2)2

-≡.芸'二二

The third term of (4･12) is

一芸Tr (-∂2)Il°(J'(-∂2)-1△(J)

ニー16/蒜ip(k)礼(-k)(gPUk2 - kPku)/

+･-

ddp 1

(27T)dp2(p + k)2

一叢/蒜ip(k)礼(-k)(gPUk2 -kPku)F(21 i) ･･ ･ ･

Adding (4･13) , (4･14) and (4･15), we can obtain ln(det△G,1) as follows･

･n(det△G,1) -/蒜ip(k)礼(-k)(gPUk2二kPkv)義(芋)F(2一言)

･ /蒜ip(k)礼(-k) [一芸

Similarly,we can also obtain ln(det △G,0) as follows･

(kO)P(kO)U

((kO)2)2
+-･

･n(det△G,0) -/蒜ip(k)礼(-k)(gPuk2 - kPku)益喜F(2一言)

･ /蒜ip(k)礼(-k) [一芸 (kO)P(kO)U

((kO)2)2 ]
+-･

(4･14)

(4･15)

(4･16)

(4･17)

At last, substituting (4･16) and (4･17) for (4･9) and imposing a renormalization condition

at the scale M, we can obtain the effective action as follows.

F(A) -/蒜ip(k)礼(-k,(gPUk2 I kPku)[一志.益等In筈]

d4k7 ′い7′　い1 (kO)P(kO)U

･ /蒜ip(k)瓦トk);

4･2･ Critical point of instability of the theory

((kO)2)2

Now, we can evaluate a 1-loop e鮎ctive potential V.

22
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V - /蒜ip(k)礼(-k) [(gP〝k2 - kPky)

where

1　1 (kO)P(kO)〟

2e(k)2　打2 ((kO)2)2

----⊥竺In筈･1　　　1

2e(k)2　2e2　(47T)23

(4･19)

(4･20)

From the second term of the right in (4･19), We can see a tachyonic behavior for the low

momentum modes of the gauge field due to infrared singularities.

We are interested in the mode which makes this potential unstable(i°e. nagative). We

assume that there is the non-commutativity in the only 2 and 3 directions as follows.

≡〟〟dU

0　0　β　00　0　0　β0　0　0　00　0　0　0

(4･21)

And so, we put kP - (0,0,k2,k3) simply to study the effect of the non-commutativity. To

tell the truth, from the result of a simulation by a lattice regularization , we have obtained

the lowest mode k2 - k3 - 2a/0 in which the instability occurs. (a is the lattice space.) In

(4･19), putting

MPH - [(gPUk2 l kPku)す義
1 (kO)P(kO)U

(4･22)

and substituting (4･21), k2 - k3 - 2a/0 and M2 - -,T2/a2 for (4･22), we can obtain a

followlng matrix.

≡〟〟〟

00月β00月βo A o oA o o o

A=-

β=

㊨
轄)

1

2e(k)2'

1　　　　1

2e(k)2　16a27T2'

-=__⊥空ln塑1　　　1

2e(k)2　2e2　(47T)23　8a4'

where

(4･23)

To consider the direction in which the instability occurs, we take the followlng Part Of the

matrix (4･23)･

(_BB -BB)･
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At this point, Solving an eigenvalue equation with respect to (4･26), we can obtain eigenvalues

A - 07 2B ･ Then we can obtain a critical point from the condition B < 0 as follows･ Putting

P - 1/(2e2), from (4･24) and (4･25) we can obtain as follows.

β2

･<百両+右等ln塑
8α4

Using the matrix size N - 7,0/a2 in the lattice side, above the inequality (4･27) is

β<
Ⅳ2

蘇+右等l謹8

(4･27)

(4･28)

From the above, in the non-commutative U(1) gauge theory, We have been able to derive the

critical point which causes the instability of the theory due to the infrared behavior.

§5. Summary and discussions

We have investigated the ultraviolet and infrared behavior in non-commutative field the_

ories･ To study ultraviolet behavior, we adopted non-commutative ¢3 theory and performed

explicit two loop calculation･ In non-commutative丘eld theories, there is the established the-

ory that nonplaner diagrams which include the effect of the non-Commutativity vanishes in

maximal non-commutativity (0ぅ∞)･ We investigated whether such a planer limit also OCI

curs in the case where ♂ is五mite but external momentum goes to ∞ (i･e･ ultraviolet region).

We took two types of nonplaner diagram as typical diagrams of two loop level to study above

the statement･ One was the diagram which we have to renormalize for the UV divergence

of subdiagram･ The other was the diagram in which non-commutativity parameter ♂ seem

to not correlate the external momentum p･ Consequently, we confirmed that both of the

nonplaner diagrams vanished at the ultraviolet reglOn･

Next, to study infrared behavior, we adopted non-commutative U(1)rgauge theory. In

the theory, there were infrared singularities which cause instability of the system due to the

effect of UV/IR mixing･ To find the critical point which causes instability, we calculated

the effective action at one loop level･ We fixed the gauge and introducedghostfield. In

the calculation, the effective coupling constant was derived from planer part and infrared

slngularities were derived from nonplaner part･ We balanced the kinetic energy term which

includes the effective coupling constant with the infrared singular potential term which

condences at a low momentum mode to五md the critical･ point･

We have to consider where such a result of non-commutative field theories apply･ We are

interested in restoring the phenomena of non-commutative丘eld theories to D-brane physics

with respect to string theories･ And when we consider a physics in the reglOn Ofplank length,
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β2

･<百両+右等ln塑
8α4

Using the matrix size N - 7,0/a2 in the lattice side, above the inequality (4･27) is

β<
Ⅳ2

蘇+右等l謹8

(4･27)

(4･28)
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we may develop quantum gravity on non-commutative space-time･ In the technical side, We

can also change the treatment with star product into the treatment with matrix.9) when it

is di氏cult to calculate by uslng Star product in non-commutativefield theories, we often use

a matrix model instead.
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Appendix A

- Leading term ofKl(I)/I around I FS 0

We start from a following equation.

L∞dtgexpト急-芸Kl(I),

We can expand the Kl(I) as power series in terms of I as follows.

()〇

Kl(I)-三+∑
mFf. m!(m+ 1)!

1

(芸)1+2m ･ llni

4,(m+1) +4,(m+2)

where

*(-･1)-1+;････一一TE･
1

EZZ2

Thus, We can write down the leading term Kl(I)/I around I Ft3 0 as follows.

1

諺+去ln芸.a(1)

Appendix B

- Derivation of (3･5)

We start from the followlng equation.

Il(p,q) - 93

/
ddk 1 1

(27T)dk2+m2 (k-q)2+m2 (k-p)2+m2

At this point, We introduce Schwinger parameter as follows.

k2+m2 L∞daexpトα(k2 I -2)]･
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F(p,q) - 93/蒜L∞dad"expトα(k2･-2)-β((k-q)2･-2) 17((k-p)2.-2)]･

In the exponent, We complete the square in terms of k and integrate over k.

Il(p, q)

(α+β+7)a/2

2βTP･q- β(α+7)q2 -7(α+β)p2

α+β+7

Hereafter,first we put α + β + 7 - i and change integral variables from α,β,7 tO i,β,7.

Secondly we transform in terms of scale βうtP,7うtT. Thirdly we transform in terms of

scale 7う(1 I β)7･ Then we can obtain as follows.

F(p,q, - f轟LldP(1 l β)Lld7L∞dt蒜exp(-tp(I -β)A),

where

△=
m2

β(1-β)
･q2･芸(1-(1-β)7)p2-27P･q･

Putting tP(1 I β) - α, We Can Obtain as follows.

･(p,q) - LldPP%13(1 1β)喜一2LldTL∞蒜exp(-α△)

At this point, transforming βづα,7うβ,αうt, we Can Obtain (3･5)･

Appendix C

- Derivation from (3･9) to (3･11) -

We start from (3･9) as follows.

HNPl (p2)

where

d-筈[

(17T)(I [蒜]d~5LldaαH(1 - α)喜一2LldPLld"2一書(1 - ()

LldnL∞diid-6exp(-t一孟p2(op)2) ,

α(1-α)
･1-<] ･三[<p(1-P)･α(1-()("P-～)2･"117))]

At the lower end 0 of E-integral, there is the UV divergence of the three- Point function at

one loop in the limit d i 6･ Then) in the limit d i 6, the divergent part and the finite part
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separate as follows. The divergent part is

[蒜]d~5Lldaα%-3(1 - α)喜一2LldPLld"21書

･ LldりL∞dttd-6expト 穿+7(11り)

4t ]

2
ーhH一mrβ

( (C･1)

(C･2)

The丘nite part is

gr4　4

(47T)6 (Op)2

gr4　4

(47T)6 (Op)2

Ll
dα(1

"△I射

.～

[
pXe

.ナレ

♂rJ｡れり丁α

∫ーnH一

′ゝ
r:円Ⅶ_一Lu

l一′ゝ
′.～1α

∫β

d

∫)

α

flda(1 -α)LldβLld引ldりL∞dt expl-i-

p2 (op)2]

質+n(1-り)

4t

Putting d - 6 - E, (C･1) is expanded in terms off aS follows.

高志(叩2(op,2)ELldαα-喜(1 I α)1-i LldβLld"i-1

･ LldりL∞dtt-eexpl-i - 穿+7(1-り)

4i

～両誌(qp2(op,2)ET(ト音)F(2 ~喜)～ gr4

I'(3 -E)

･ exp[-4t一

光益軒

･expト

穿+n(I-り)

質+q(llり)

4t

･ln(叩2(op)2) I 1 - 1nt)

dt(1-Elnt)

And (C･2) is expanded as follows.

-高志Llda(1 - α)LldPLldELldqL∞di expl-ト蓋p2(op,2]

･碁蒜Llda(1 - α)LldβLld"n()′LldりL∞dt

[exp巨岩p2(op,2] - exp[-i-

A((-0)

4t

The second term of (C･4) is integrated by parts in terms of C as follows.

9,4　4　rlJ^.,. ^.､ rl.a rlJ′.J rlL r∞｣,I P2(op)2

碁蒜Llda(1 -α)fldβLld( lnELldりL∞di(
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･ exp巨岩p2 (op,2]

碁p2LldaLldβLldELldqL∞d背exp巨岩p2(op,2], (C･5)
where

F-i(11α(トα,)+(1-α)[β(11β)･α((1-20(P-～,2--7,)]･

Consequently, adding (C･3), the丘rst term of (C･4) and (C･5), we can obtain (3･11).

Appendix D

- Derivation of the upper bound (3･18) -

In this appendix we derive the upper bound (3･18) under the condition i <{ 1･ Let us

pay attention to zi and F in eq. (3･15). Since

+jl≡～△

Al-富[
′ヽ

･qcq

α(1- ーhu一α ]

′ゝ
m2(

>才&,

A2-三['p'1-β)I_α(1-<'("β一約(1-')] ,三β(1-β) ,

we may put a lower bound on A as

A,三(蛋.β(11β)) ･

Similarly we decompose F as F - Fl +F2 + F3, Where

Fl-蛋(1-a(1-α)) ,

F2-(1-α)β(1-β) ,

F3-α(1-α)((1-20(P-q)2-n(1-7)) ･

Since lFll < 1, lF2l < 1, IF3l < 2, weobtain fFl <4. Thuswehave

(D･1)

･D. < 4LldaLldPLldCLldn L∞di豊expト孟(蛋.β(1 -β,)p2(op,2] ･

Next we change the integration variable ( toÅ-孟(質. β(1 I β))p2(op)2, and send the

upper end of the九-integral to ∞, which yields

lDI<
16

翠+β(1-β)

FlntI+llnαl+lln刃+
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Using the inequalities

･n(蛋.β(11β))f <ln霊,

(V唇音.喜)2
NElが ･2(1+In霊),

L∞dtllntfe-t≡C<言,

we arrive at the upper bound (3･18) on fDI.

Appendix E

- Derivation of a stringent upper bound on llINP2(p2)l -

In this appendix we obtain an upper bound on lHNP2(p2)I, which is more stringent than

eq･ (3･28) and actually vanishes in the p2 i cx, limit･ Let us consider the integrand in the

last line of (3･25)･ In the denominator we omit the ≠2( term, and in the exponent we omit

ANP and the term (1 10(((β一㌦+n(1 -7)) in A･ Thus we obtain an upper bound

lHNP2(p2)l <品(芸)

where the function G(I) is defined by

G(I) -X5Ll dβLl

a (ln

dull dC

書で毒G(蛋) ,

24α2(1 - α)3(2(1 - ()

lx(-(-α)(1-()) ･((11α)β(1-β)]5

喜+∬+喜 1

十一
二r

(E･1)

(E･2)

Since limxぅo a(I) - 0, eq･ (E･1) confirms explicitly that lINP2(p2) vanishes in the p2 → ∞

limit.

Appendix F

- Derivation from (4･4) to (4･5) -

First we have to prove a followlng equation･

/ ddx(Bpap) (Buaq) - / ddx lap(apBuaq) - apBp叫･
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We expand the left in this equation as follows.

/ ddx(Bpap) (Buaq) - / ddx(apap一掬ap])Buaq

-/ddxlap(apBuaq) -apapBuaq -ilip,ap]Buaq] (F･2)

We can rewrite the third term of the right in (F･2) as follows.

-i/dd楓ap]Buaq - - i/ddxl-ap且,Byaq] I aplip瓦aq] ･ [礼,ap]Buaq]

--i/ddxl-aplip瓦aq] -ap★Buaq･礼+ip･ap★叫

- - i/ddxl-aplip万uaq] - ap★7,uaq★礼+ ap･瓦aq･ip]

- + i/ddxapl孔,万〝aq]　　　　　(F･3)

When we removed from the second line to the third line ,we used the nature (2･6) of *-

product in the third term･ We have been able to prove the (F･1) by using (F･2)and (F･3).

Similarly, We can prove a equation in terms of theghostfield as follows.

/ ddx(#鴫C) - / ddxlap(鴫C)一婦Fc] ･  (F･4)

Using (F･1) and (F･4) , we can expand (4･4) as follows.

S'-/ddx｢去ap･(-#gPU-[U,U,)★a〝一gap･戸PU･a〝- e･#C]･ (F･5)

At this point , we have to prove a followlng equation ･

/ddx(ap･[評,F]★a〝)ニー2i/ddx(ap★戸P〝･au)･

We expand the left integrand in this equation as follows.

ap★[万p,万〝]★a〝-ap･(伊方U- (p⇔U))･au

The丘rst term of the right in (F･7) is

ap･評万〝★a〝 -ap･ [∂p(Fau) -ilF,Fau]]

-ap･∂p∂〝aレIi(ap･∂PlT,au] ･ap･lF,∂vau])

-ap･ lF,[オ〝,au]]
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Furthermore, we expand the second , the third and the fourth term to look for the terms

which cancel by some terms of the (〟 ⇔ 〟) term in (F･7)･ As the result , We can pick up

some following terms which remain in (F･7).

ap･[万〝,万U]･aレンilap･(aPガ-∂〝#)★au-ap･a〝★(∂pガ-∂〝#)]

- lap★[ガ,T]★a〝+ap･a〝･lT,iP]]･

Using the nature (2･6) of *-product in the second and the fourth term of the right in this

equation, we can obtain as follows.

/ddx(ap･lF,i,U] ★a〝)

--/ddxli (ap･(∂Pオー∂UT)･au-a〝★(apT-∂〝F)･ap)

･ (ap★[叩]･a〝+au･lT,#]･ap)]

--2i/ddxlap･ (apオ〝-∂〝#-ilT,T]) ･au]

- - 2i/ddx(ap･戸PU★au)･

Since we have been able to prove the (F･6), substituting (F･6) for (F･5),we can obtain a

followlng equation.

s, - /ddxl一志ap･ (-#gpu･4i戸PU) ･aレ-否★Fc]･

At last, using (JPq)PV - i(gPPgqu一goIPgPU) for 戸〟in this equation,we can obtain (4･5)

immediately.

Appendix G

- Derivation of (4･13), (4･14) and (4･15) -

First we calculate Tr (-∂2)Il°(2) in detail.

Tr (-∂2)~1△(2)

-tr /ddx/蒜e-ik･X(-∂2)-1lF, [孔,eik･X]],

where the tr is taken over spin indices･ In the case ofgaugefield, We may put tr - d. ( In

thecaseofghost丘eld , weput tr - 1. )

-d/ ddx/蒜蒜蒜#(ll)ip(l2) e-ik･X(-∂2)-1 leill･XJeil2･XP･X ] ] ･
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Using [eil2'X,eik'X] - ei'l2'k'･X(e一書l2×k l-喜kxl2), the above right in this equation is

-d/ddx/ ddk ddll ddl2 -TP,.､T ′‥　　1

ガ(ll)礼(l2)
(27T)a (27T)a(27T)a `▲ ＼U⊥JHP＼U`J (ll +l2+k)2

ei(ll+l2)･X

･ (e-illX'l2'k'- e-ul2'k'xll) (e-il2Xk - e-ikxl2),

-d/3品#(-l2)ip(l2)去(e-喜kxl2 l e一%l2×k)(e-%l2×k - e一書kxl2),

-d/&ガ(k,ip(-k)/蒜pi(2 l e-ikxp - e-ipxk)･

Similarly, we can calculate一書Tr (-∂2)-l△(1)(-∂2)~1△(1) as follows.

一言Tr (-∂2)-1△(1'(-∂2)一1△(1),

一芸/蒜ガ(k)ip(-k)/ ddp (2p+k)P(2p+k)y

(27T)a p2(p+k)2

(G･1)

(2-e-ipxk-e~ikxp). (G･2)

Next we have to explain the calculation of一書Tr (-∂2)~1△(I)(-∂2)~1△(J) in detail.

1喜Tr (-∂2)-1△(J)(-∂2)Il°(J',

-去tr / ddx / A e-ik･X ～ (-∂2)-12PpJJPq ･ (-∂2)-12PpuJPU ★ eik･X,

- - 8tr(JPqJPU) /ddx/ &e-ik･X ･ (-∂2)-1(apiq) ･ (-∂2)-1(apiu) ★eik･x

From this point, We take the same way that we have calculated the above Tr(-∂2)~1△(2)

And using tr (JPqJPU) - 2(gPPgq〝 - goVgPU), we can obtain as follows.

- - 16/蒜ip(k)礼(-k)(gPUk2 - kPku) /
(I'Il)　1

(27T)dp2(p + k)2'
(G･3)

In this case ) We notice that there are no nonplaner parts･

When we derive (4･13 ), (4･14) and (4･15) from (G･1), (G･2) and (G･3) , we use some

followlng equations in d-dimentional Minkowski space-time.

ddp 1

(27T)a p2

-o･F(2-i)････,

ddp 1

(27T)a p2(p + k)2

ddp pp

(27T)a p2(p+ k)2

毒F(21窒)････,

一品等F(2一芸)･･-,
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/
ddp pppu

(27T)a p2(p + k)2

/蒜pieikxp -

/

/

/

ddp 1

(27r)a p2(p + k)2

ddp pp

(27T)a p2(p + k)2

ddp ppp〝

辞去(一gPuk2+4kPku)F(2- ;) ･･ ･ ･,

i

i　　4

(47T)2 (kO)2
+-･,

eikxp - -&lnk2(kO)2 ･
eikxp-lS&････,
eikxp _ ⊥_墾竺_ ⊥

日毎(kO)p(kO)U(27r)a p2(p + k)2 )　(47r)2 (kO)2

Note that in planer part) We pick up slngular terms in the limit d → 4, and in nonplaner

part, we pick up singular terms (infrared singularities) around k FY 0 in 4-dimention.
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